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The BRGS Broadcast

Bharat Ram Global School on the 15th and 16th of March organized an adventure camps for the
students of classes I-IX. It was a fun filled day for the kids who got to exert and enjoy themselves
to the core. They just did what they love the most, did all sorts of adventure activities including
Burma bridge, crawling wall climbing and everything that kept them happy. They did everything
apart from academics and just did not want it to end. However like all good things this also came
to an end at 4PM in the evening and the students also enjoyed a sumptuous lunch prepared inhouse by caterers. The camp was divided into 2 days. The first day had the junior kids from 1-5
and the second day saw children from classes VI-X having a ball.

A Fun Filled Day With Children enjoying the Adventure activities braving the Sun God

Adventure camp@ Bharat Ram Global School

“The beginning is always today.” —Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley

“The first step towards getting somewhere is to decide you’re not going to stay where you
are.”—J.P. Morgan
Dear Parents
Greetings from the BRGS family!
I on behalf of the BRGS family welcome all of you to the new session 2018–19! The session
gone by has taught us a lot many things and based on that we look forward to a better year
for all of us.
The first thing that we want to focus on and would want all parents too, is to focus on discouraging rote memorization. The school has been very thoughtful in making the selection
PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE of text books so as to bring in a lot of opportunity for students to think, explore and make
learning a joyful journey. To bring in the 21st century skills, the school is focusing on Project Based Learning (PBL).
Making students responsible for their own learning is what the school wants to see. To bring in the academic rigour
we have introduced dictation and dodging tables class competition in alternative months. International Days along
with Indian celebrations will be celebrated throughout the year. Knowing the world is important if we wish to see
our learners as future global citizens. The Best Class for the month will be assessed on the basis of various parameters with the intention to teach students to collaborate and work as a team. Sports Academy in Lawn Tennis, Football
& Cricket make a start and am sure to see many students break and create new records. The first batch of class X is
the new challenge and we are ready to face it with a smile. Students are all set to go out and get the set targets. We
have to be their support and help students achieve as per their potential.

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME PRE PRIMARY
BRGSGN on the 17th March organized its first orientation session for Pre Primary classes. The sole purpose of the session
was to acquaint parents with the expectations that the school
has from the curriculum. The session addressed the learning
and performance needs of all stakeholders. The courseware
ensures that the elements affecting learning are interconnected meaningfully. The session was addressed by the Principal Mrs. Rajni Jauhari & the trainer from Curio, Ms. Charu
Sharma. The session was attended by old & new parents and
they found the session a nice initiative by the school. The Session was able to address the Parents’ questions.

RESULT DECLARATION SESSION 2017-18
Bharat Ram Global School also declared the results of students from Pre Primary to class IX on the 24th March 2018
and it saw a huge rush of the parent community to collect the results of what their wards had done throughout the
year. The result day as usual was mixed with varied emotions both from the parents and children. There were students who had done their parents and the school proud and then there were also students who were still waiting for
their final calling to score big in life.

NEW TEACHERS INDUCTION @ BRGS
BRGSGN inducted 12 new teachers in the school on the 26th March 2018 and all the New teacher’s were given a
warm welcome by the Principal Mrs. Rajni Jauhari, Head mistress Mrs. Divya Srivastava, Pre-Primary coordinator Ms.
Puja Dhamija and the Sr. Coordinator Mr. Rishi Seth. The teachers were given a traditional welcome by the staff by
applying Tilak and were assigned with buddy teachers to put them at ease. The buddy teachers took them through
the initial workings and took them for a round of the school before they were assigned their normal work duties.

FIRST DAY OF THE NEW SESSION 2018-19
rd

The Bharat Bandh on the 3 of April 2018 delayed the session by a day but was not able to drown the excitement of
the students waiting eagerly to kick start the new session in style. The teachers were all set for the students with
hand-picked activities and ensured that the students had a memorable start to their new session. Instead of starting
with academics straight away, the school planned Rapport Building
Activities so as to build a connect with the
students and the teachers. The students thoroughly enjoyed the 2 days of fun filled activities and sports.

FIRST DAY FOR PRE PRIMARY STUDENTS
Imagine the plight of the little one who is walking into a building where he will be left with new people? Also imagine
the plight of the teacher who has to handle at least twenty crying babies ! It was however managed in a very gentle
and professional manner by the teacher fraternity. Anxious parents who were in school to drop their kids for the first
time were stressed and found it difficult leaving their wards crying their hearts out. The teachers’ running around
ensured that the children settle in their classes and enjoy the stories and colouring activities arranged for them. It
was really tough & a big bow to the pre primary teachers for all the patience they kept to settle their children down.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY DR. B R AMBEDKAR
To commemorate the Birth Anniversary of Dr. B R Ambedkar, the Principal Architect of the Indian Constitution, Independent India’s first Law minister and above all founding father of Republic of India the students of classes VI and VII
presented the first assembly of the session. It was a thought provoking and inspirational assembly as it showed the
challenges Dr. Ambedkar faced and fought to be at a position which he achieved because of his zeal and perseverance. The students handled the anchoring, presented a skit and brought out some not so known facts to the audience.

INTRA CLASS DICTATION FOR CLASSES I TO X
If students do well with spellings, writing comes easily to them. In order to bring this confidence BRGS decided to go
in for Intra class & Inter class dictation competition. The response was amazing! The first round saw 120 as winners
and move to the second or the final round. The final round saw 120 students compete for the ‘Word Champ’ round.
A lot of students could not make it this time. We hope we find the number go up every time we have the competition. In all 30 students became “Word Champs” in the first dictation competition organized by the BRGS family.
Three cheers to everyone who participated and a big congrats to the winners.

WORLD CREATIVITY INNOVATION DAY
What according to you could have been the reason for having such a day? It is important that we understand the
purpose behind such a day. On April 27, 2017, the United Nations resolved to include World Creativity and Innovation Day, April 21 as a Day of Observance to encourage people to use creativity in problem-solving for all issues related to achieving the 2015 Sustainable Development Goals. 2018 marks the first year the UN will observe WCID.
Let us all constantly encourage people to use their creativity to make the world a better place and to make their
place in the world better too.
Anant Bansal, a student of class
IX C presented his innovation on
stage, a thermocol cutter and a
room cooler made out of waste
plastic. Come let us motivate
more of our students to turn
their ideas into reality. The
School is there to support.

MOTHER EARTH DAY CELEBRATION – DISPLAY BOARD COMPETITION
Earth Day is celebrated by more than a billion people and has brought changes in human behavior and also provoked
policy changes. Students of class VIII were given the challenge to depict their concern for Mother Earth through Display boards. The entire class VIII put on their creative hats and created some magnificent boards which pleased the
eyes of the beholder. Class VIII-B won the competition by a very narrow margin.

BEHTAR INDIA – BEHTAR VATAVARAN
The students of classes III to X were given a presentation by the Behtar
India team on the 23rd of April 2018. The team spoke about an initiative
and a competition where the students could contribute to the environment by bringing waste Newspapers from their home and then depositing
it to the central recycling agencies. The presentation spoke about the dangers and problems faced by the environment because we are not able to
treat our waste and recycle it. This initiative gives a chance to the students
to actively become partners in reducing the pollution and bringing a
change in the polluted “Vatavaran”.

WORLD HEALTH DAY –INTER CLASS ASSEMBLY COMPETITION – CLASS IX
According to WHO statistics, 15,000 children under five die every day. World Health Day helps disseminate these
shocking statistics and highlight the severity of the problem and it helps countries trying to combat wider-health issues achieve their developmental goals. To increase health awareness in our students, the students of class IX were
given an opportunity to present in the assembly their concerns on different health issues. IX-A presented their assembly on Dental health, IX-B presented the same on Bone related health issues, IX-C presented on Respiratory issues and IX-D on heart related issues. All students did a good job however the highest scorer was class IX-B who won
the best assembly competition.

MALARIA QUIZ
Bharat Ram Global School conducted a Quiz in the school premises for the students of class VIII to give them a firsthand experience of what a Quiz is all about. The second and primary agenda of organizing the Quiz was to make children aware about the Disease Malaria and how is it caused. The quiz also ensured that the children were able to understand the nuances related to Malaria and how to prevent it. The Children thoroughly enjoyed the Quiz and the
same was won by class VIII-B and the participants were Shagun Chand, Om Nagar, Khushi Choudhary and Ojas Goutam.

CLASS BUZZ
Students of Class 5 learn the difference between Sanyukt Akshar,Sanyukt Vyanjan by drawing their understanding!

Class 1 learning to read..... Letters to words and then to simple sentences!!! On their journey of learning are our little stars!

How Gatik Gupta, student of class 1 inspired others to look at their body parts and identity the odd n even just learnt in Maths. He
started with the fingers.......

Wondering what the little ones are doing with the water bottles? It is class one applying their learning of odd n even.

PRE PRIMARY CLASS OBSERVATION
The school is using Curio Curriculum for the Pre Primary section. The teachers are continuously trained by their resource team. As a regular practice the teachers are observed in the classroom and a feedback is given to them where
the effort of the teacher is appreciated and areas that need improvement are discussed and worked upon. Teaching
learning process and Classroom environment are constantly worked upon and very soon our children will be the evidence of the work taken up.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The Teachers of Bharat Ram Global School sharpened their saw by attending workshops entailing to their professional development and all this was managed in the school premises by the school leaders. The teachers went
through a workshop on how to make better question papers and how to activate learning in the classrooms by Ms.
Premlata Mullick. They were also introduced to Multiple-Intelligence and how to create lesson plans which can be
learning platforms for the students by the school head Ms Rajni Jauhari. She also made the teachers aware about the
benefits of planning and the emphasis was laid on the benefits it imparts to the learning and discipline in the kids.
The Science teachers also attended a workshop conducted by Ms. Mehak, trainer from STEM who trained the teachers on how to make concepts come alive and help students apply it in real life.

BEST CLASS FOR THE MONTH APRIL 2018
Bharat Ram Global School starting with
the academic session 2018-19 has initiated the Best class of the Month to make
students responsible for what they do
including discipline, upkeep of the classes,
attendance and participation in events
and conducting assemblies. The best class
scores also take into account the participation of children in internal and external
events and also their scores in the periodic test and terminal exams. The winners
of this month are classes I-D, II-B, III-D, IVD, V-B, VI-D, VII-D, VIII-B, IX-B, and X-D

JUNIOR STUDENT COUNCIL
Bharat Ram Global School greater Noida selected their first Junior School Student Council. The junior Head Boy and
the Head Girl have amazing ideas for the school and how to maintain discipline among the junior and senior students. They also shared their ideas and views while they were being announced for the office. Their views have been
displayed on a board in the school and we have them here as well for you to enjoy. They are young in their years
however their views on how to make a change are just amazing. Please find time to go through this.

Orientation of Classes I-V
Bharat Ram Global School on the 17th March 2018 organized
its first orientation session for pre primary parents. The session was addressed by the Head Mistress Mrs. Divya
Srivastava along with the curriculum trainer from Curio,
Ms.Charu Bajaj.
The focus was on the Cognitive development which happens
in the early years
• Skills of communication, creativity, critical thinking and
collaboration which children need in the 21st century
• Six developmental domains; language, mathematics,
knowledge of the world, creative, physical and social skills
• Theme based curriculum that focuses on real life connect
as it involves life skills, free conversations, value based
and discovery activities
• Extensive teacher training so that teachers can implement
latest innovative methods in the classroom
• Parent connect by parent handouts and workshops which
makes them work in partnership with the School
The school looks forward to an enjoyable year ahead with a lot
of constructive noise in the classroom.
We have tried and covered the entire gambit of what happened in the school throughout the month. We hope that
you enjoy the News that we have covered for you. The Month of May holds a special place for every child as this is
the prelude to the long awaited Summer vacation. Hope you enjoy the 2 weeks of May and we will be back with
some more news same time next month...Signing off for now.
In any given year, no month ever begins or ends on the same day of the week as May does.
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